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AISTRACT

Two-component critical flow Modelling is an
important issue for safety studies of various
hazardous industrial activities. When the flow
quality is high, the critical flow rate
prediction is sensitive to the modelling of gas
droplet mixture interfacial area. In order to
improve the description of these flows,
experiments were conducted with air-water flows
in converging nozzles. The pressure was 2 and 4
bar and the gas mass quality ranged between 1OM
and ZW. The droplets size and velocity has been
measured close to the outlet section of a nozzle
with a 10 m» diameter throat. Subcritical and
critical conditions were observed. These data
are compared with the predictions of a critical
flow model which includes an interfacial area
model based on the classical ideas of Hinze and
Kolmogorov.

1. INTROOIKTIOi

The safety study of some process engineering
equipment often requires to evaluate the
consequences of an accident like a pipe or
vessel failure on the environment. Fire or toxic
chemicals dispersion are among the most
important concerns.' The input data to all
dispersion calculations is known as the source
term. It consists at least of two main items :
the mass flow rat* which is released and the
flow structure at the point of release. In a
recent review. Selmer-Olsen1 found that most of
the stationary area-averaged models well suited
for these problems fall roughly into two
categories :
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• Models aimed at calculating the critical flow
rate only. They are often in the form of a
single expression which is very similar to
that obtained for single-phase gas critical
flow rate. Homogeneous, constant slip models,
for example, fall within this category.

• Models based on a detailed analysis of the
flow aimed at predicting the flow evolution.
These models are based on the exact
integration of the full set of balance
equations and require a mathematically well
defined criteria for criticality.

Models of the first category cannot reproduce
the observed influence of the pipe geometry and
the inlet flow configuration on the the critical
flow rate1. They cannot provide flow structure
data at the outlet since they are not based on a
detailed description of the flow.

Models of the second kind are potentially the
most efficient. They can account for any kind of
nonequilibrium, mechanical (different averaged
velocities between the phases) or thermal
(departure from saturation conditions or unequal
phase temperatures). However, they require
specific closure laws which describe the
interaction between the phases and the return to
an equilibrium state. Moreover, these models
require a numerical integration through a
singular saddle point and Bilicki et al.2 have
shown how to properly generalize the well known
gas dynamics theory to systems having an
arbitrary number of variables. Two numerical
algorithms can be used :3

• the iterative forward marching procedure which
can only describe choked flows in a non
diverging channel or subcritical flows in a
converging diverging channel.

• the iterative backward solution procedure
where the critical section is the starting
point of integration. The supercritical branch



ot the solution
this algorithm.

can only be reached by using

Selmer-Olsen1 , Lemonnier & Bilicki3 have shown
that the displacement of the critical section
into the diverging section of a
converging-diverging nozzle was directly related
to the amount of nonequilibriui* (thermal or
mechanical). As a consequence, in a
converging-diverging channel, choking may occur
at the throat or at any other location in the
diverging part of the channel. An other strange
consequence of this situation is that the flow
may simply not be choked even if the upstream to
downstream pressure ratio is as high as 6.4

In this paper, we focus on two-component flow at
high quality. These flow show a
dispersed-annuiar structure and owing to the
high interfacial area typical of this flow
pattern, the heat transfer between the phases is
extremely efficient. Consequently, the
temperature of both phases cannot be
significantly different and the main source of
nonequilibrium is therefore the unequal
velocities of the two phases.

Selmer-Olsen1 have shown experimentally that the
liquid fraction at the inlet of a
converging-diverging nozzle has a significant
effect on the critical flow rate. Based on
visual observations, this author conjectured
that the two different liquid feeding modes
(purely annular or totally dispersed) was
triggering different entraînaient mechanisms.
This author also claimed that different
gas-liquid acceleration histories should lead to
different values of the critical gas mass flow
rate. The work presented here is a step toward
the understanding of these mechanisms.

The droplet size prediction relies on possible
break-up mechanisms. It is therefore important
to get detailed data in order to determine which
KChanism is dominant ajpng all those which are
sossible. Droplet size and velocity data have
thus been collected from air-water experiments
in converging nozzles, ât high velocity
conditions (subcrjtical or critical). The
pressure was 2 and 4 bar. and by varying the
liquid flow rate the resulting gas mass quality
ranged between 2OK and 100%. The low pressure
and the relatively small dimensions of the
laboratory equipment certainly enhance the
nonequilibrium effects. Data taken in these
conditions represent the most severe test for a
theory.

2. OISrUSU FLOH N O K L I M

Selmcr-Oisen has conducted an experimental
investigation of critical two-component
(air-water) flows of high quality1 in
converging-diverging nozzles where phase change
phenomena can be disregarded. This author also

proposed a dispersed flow model (DFH) to analyse
the data. This DFM assumes equal temperatures
for both phases and is based on the area
averaged balances of mass and momentum for each
phase and a total energy balance equation for
the mixture.4 These equations read :
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where the subscripts G and L refer respectively
to the the gas and the liquid phase, p is the
density, v is the area averaged velocity, z is
the abscissa along the nozzle, P is the area
averaged pressure of both phases, C0 is a drag
coefficient and Rd is the Sauter mean radius of
the droplets. In eqs. 1 to 5. the cross
sectional area of the duct is A and 9 is the
corresponding perimeter. The drag coeeficient
and the wall friction are given by the following
correlations :
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where
gas phys
is the

Re is
iysical

the Reynolds number based on the
properties and the pipe radius, p

mixture density, v is the mixture
velocity and Red is the droplet Reynolds number
based on the physical properties of the gas and
the slip velocity and diameter of the drop. The
mechanical nonequilibrium is specifically
governed by the momentum balance equation for
the dispersed phase (eq. S). This equation is
similar to a relaxation law where the
equilibrium state is vL» vG.

For the model closure, it has been assumed that
the droplet radius could be calculated by using
the classical ideas of Kolmogorov5. Hinze* and
Sevik I Park7 on the turbulent break-up of the
drops. Here, the main assumption of the OFM.
which is highly speculative, is that turbulence
has enough time to act so that the Sauter mean
radius of eq. S can be approximated by the
maximum stable radius predicted by the fore
mentioned theories. These models were reviewed



by Berne8 and provide a maximum droplet or
bubble size , r «nich can sustain a given
intensity of turbulence. Basicaly, the maximum
radius is given through a critical Weber number
based on a turbulent velocity scale. This
velocity scale can be exactly related to the
dissipation function of the velocity
f l i In a next step, the local

between rBi, and the dissipation
is area averaged over the cross
the channel. Depending on the

assumptions made on the profiles of the involved
quantities, the obtained expressions may differ
by the last numerical coefficient of eq. 8 in
the limit of a factor 1.51. If the analysis of
Berne* is followed, the area averaged maximum
radius reads :

p
fluctuations.
relationship
function £
section of

C 3 / s
2/5 25 (8)

where a is the gas liquid surface tension
coefficient, K is the von Karman constant (0.41)
and R is the pipe radius. The friction velocity
v. and the constant C (a critical Weber number)
in eq. 8 are defined by :
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The OFN has been successfully used to reproduce
most of the experimental trends. However, two
weaknesses were identified1•* . The DFM
underpredicts the critical gas mass flow rate
and is unable to describe the effect of the
inlet flow pattern (dispersed or annular) since
no explicit account is made of a liquid film
seen flowing on the nozzle walls. When the
critical flow data have been analysed10, it has
been conjectured- that the DFH weaknesses
originated fro* one or both the following
reasons :

• underestimation of the Sauter mean diameter
which yields too fast a relaxation of the
mechanical equilibrium,

•lack of a liquid film in the model. As a
matter of fact, a slow liquid filw Is a source
of high mechanical nonequilibrua.

A direct determination of the Sauter mean
diameter could help in distributing the weight
of each mechanism.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The FOSSEGRIHEN loop designed by Selmer-Olsen1
was utilized for the experiments. A simplified
diagram of the experimental facility is shown in
Figure 1. Several different test sections can be
installed. Among them, the nozzle with the 10 mm
throat diameter already utilized by Selmer-Olsen
and shown in Figure 2 has been chosen. The
control parameters of the system are the liquid
inlet mass flow rate, the inlet pressure, the
fluid temperatures and the fluid distribution at
the inlet. The liquid may either be supplied by
injector with a 8 mm internal diameter located
in the center of the upstream section of the
nozzle in order to produce fully dispersed flow
or through a porous wall to generate purely
annular flow.

The droplet size has been measured by the
AerometHcs device (POPA) based on the phase
Doppier technique developed by Bachalo & Houser9
. Like in the Ooppier method the probe is
located at the intersection of two coherent
light beams. The light refracted by a
transparent particule traversing the measurement
volume is analysed from two slightly different
angles. The frequency of both recorded bursts is
proportional to the velocity of the droplet
whereas the phase shift between the two signals
is proportional to the droplet diameter.

The POPA system is a computerized equipment. The
high speed signal processing is performed by a
dedicated electronic system which is connected
to a microcomputer. For each event (particule
signal burst) of sufficient quality, the
velocity and the diameter are simultaneously
determined. The main outputs are the velocity
and size distributions obtained by statistial
analysis of a set of events (typically several
tens of thousands). From these raw data, the
Sauter Mean Diameter (SHO) and the averaged
velocity are easily obtained. In addition to
these parameters, a velocity-size correlation
plot can also be generated.

Unfortunately, the PDPA system cannot be
operated through the walls of the nozzle though
they are mad* of transparent material. The
measurements could have been done at the outlet
of the converging-diverging nozzle. However,
this location is generally far from the critical
section and significant reorganization of the
flow occurs in the diverging part of the nozzle
(flow separation and possibly a shock). Since
the most relevant information for the mechanical
nonequilibrium must be found at the critical
section, it has been decided to truncate the
nozzle of Figure 2 at the end of the throat
(z*227 mm). According to the theory the flow is
allowed to chok* only at the end of the throat2.
Out to space limitations (light ray paths) the
measurements were performed at 15 m apart from
the throat end on the centerIine of the
axisymmetric two-phase jet. It must be mentioned
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Figure 1 : Schematic diagram of the FOSSEGRIMEN loop.

that in these experiments, the critical nature
of the flow has not been systematically checked
whereas it has been done for the experiments of
Seimer-Olsen where the diverging section was
installed. The very small differences, for the
same conditions, between the flow rate data of
Selmer-Olsen and the presented one (less f'n
2X) suggest that the flow was near a crif. .<]
state or critical .

231.0

437.0
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Figure 2 : The 10 mm diameter nozzle. The
location of the pressure taps are indicated by
the numbers on the right. Coordinates in mm are
referenced to the inlet . R is the radius of
curvature of the junctions in mm.

4. DdW SIZE ANO VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

It is obvious from the data shown in Figure 3 (2
bar) that the OFM severely underprtdicts the
Sauter mean diameter. As a consequence, the
calculated mass flow rate for a given liquid
flow rate is also underpredicted (Figure 4). The
higher the intefacial area, the faster the
return to equilibrium (homogenous flow). The two
bounding situations are flow without interaction
which leads to the highest flow rate and the
homogeneous flow which leads to the smallest
flow rate. The OFH prediction lies in between
and agrees within 1OX of the gas mass flowrate
for the highest values of the gas mass quality
(M1< 50 kg/h) . For the lower values of the
quality, the discrepancy reaches 5OX, depending

on the liquid injection method. The quality is
not shown by the Figures however, it can be
easily calculated form the gas and liquid flow
rate data of the Figure 4.

The second striking feature of the data of
Figure 3 is that beyond a liquid flow rate value
of 50 kg/h, the central injection of liquid
generates larger drops than the annular
injection. Beyond the same value of the liquid
flow rate the SKD and gas flow rate sensitivity
to the injection mode are correlated. This is in
agreement with the observations made by
Selmer-Olsen1-10 who noticed that the central
jet penetrated a certain distance in the throat
without being broken-up generating a kind of
inverted annular flow. The atomization of the
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Figure 3 : Sauter mean diameter as a function of
the liquid flow rate for a constant upstream
pressure (2 bar). », central injection of the
liquid ; *, annular film injection ; n, DFM
prediction.

jet occurs in the throat and is less and less
efficient when the liquid flow rate increases.
When the annular film injection is operated, it
is observed that beyond a certain flow rate, due
to the high convergence angle of the converging
section, the liquid tends to accumulate at the
throat inlet where the gas stream reaches a high
velocity and may tear droplets off the agitated
film surface. In this situation the liquid
dispersion is early and generates small
droplets. These mechanisms are confirmed by the
diameter-velocity plots shown in Figure 5. The
drop distribution is two-peaked in the case of
annular injection. However, the velocity is
one-peaked confirming"that the droplets were
generated at the throat inlet and have had time
to reach some kind of terminal velocity. On the
contrary, the central Injection data exhibits a
L-shaped distribution : 2 categories of droplets
and a broad distribution of velocity indicating
that the break-up is progressive in the nozzle
and that most of the droplets are out of
mechanical equilibrium.

It must be mentioned
peak of distributions
roughly centered on
predicted by eq. 8
not constitute the
values of the gas
droplets" do exist.

that the snail diameter
shown in Figure 5 are
the maximum diameter

(10-15 iim). Even if they do
dominant group for all the
quality, these "predicted

In order to assess the impact of the modelling
of tht interfacial area on the prediction, the
measured Sauter mean diameter has been used
instead of eq. 8 in the OFN. The mass flow rate
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Figure 4 : Critical gas mass flow rate as a
function of the liquid flow rate for a constant
upstream pressure (2 bar). », central injection
of the-liquid ; •, annular film injection ; a,
OFM prediction ; OFM prediction by using the
measured SMD as a closure : o. central injection
of the liquid ; °, annular film injection.

prediction is significantly improved (Figure 4).
The calculated gas flow rate agrees within 5% of
the measured mass flow rate in the case of the
annular injection of liquid. However, the DFM is
still reluctant to reproduce the injection mode
effect. The improvement must only be considered
at low quality since at high quality, the
momentum is mainly carried by the gas and a
moderate inaccuracy on the velocity of the
liquid due to an incorrectly estimated
interfacial stress has little consequences on
the critical flow rate.

This OFM shortcoming suggests that an important
aspect of the flow has been disregarded (the
film). This diagnostic is confirmed by the
higher values of the volume flux density
measured with the central injection. Though
these figures must be taken with caution since
they are very sensitive to the adjustements of
the POPA, the minimun factor of 2 which is
systematically observed can be regarded as
significant. Therefore, this could indicate that
the liquid entrained fraction is significantly
higher in the case of the central injection and
that a large fraction of the liquid could remain
in the form a liquid film when the annular
injection is used.

It must be mentioned that low values of the
liquid velocity at the throat exit were
recorded. This is in agreement with the OFM
calculations which predict subcritical flow
conditions when the upstream pressure is set to
2 bar. The measured velocities agree
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Figure 5 : Diameter-Velocity plots. Top figure :
central injection of liquid, upstream pressure
2.01 bar, gas and liquid mass flow rates 86.7
and 139.7 kg/h, gas and liquid temperatures 21.2
and 20.2 °C. Bottom figure : annular film
injection : upstream pressure 2.01 bar, gas and
liquid mass flow rates 74.5 and 137.6 kg/h. gas
and liquid temperatues 16.6 and 16.9 0C.

suprinsinqly well with the OFN prediction
(Figure 6) and the inclusion of the measured
droplet size in the model seems to deteriorate
this agreement (which is obviously
inconsistent). In fact, the most striking
improvement is seen on the pressure profiles
(Figure 7) for both injection modes. The largest
discrepancy between the calculated and measured
values of the pressure is reduced from 12% to
3%.

When the 4 bar data is considered, similar
trends can be observeffTThe largest difference
between the calculated and measured gas mass
flow rate is Tt, for a quality larger than 4OX,
whereas this discrepancy is decreased to 3% of
the single-phase (maximum) value when the
measured SNO is used in the calculations.
Moreover, by considering that the interfacial
forces (eq. 5) are proportional to the gas
density, it is expected and measured that the
differences induced by the different injection
modes fade. This is very important with respect
to the high pressure industrial devices. By
correctly reproducing this trend, it is expected
that the OFH gives an accurate and non overly
conservative determination of the gas critical
mass flow rate.

However, the DFH always underpredicts the
droplet size by an averaged factor of 5 (Figure
8) and the inclusion of the measured droplet
size in the OFH improves the prediction In an
extent comparable to the 2 bar data of Figure 4.

Figura 6 : Liquid exit velocity as a function of
the liquid flow rate for a constant upstream
pressure (2 bar), o, central injection of the
liquid ; », annular film injection ; OFM
prediction : °, annular injection ; », central
injection ; DFH prediction by using the measured
SMO as a closure : 4, central injection of the
liquid ; a, annular film injection.

The droplet and velocity distributions remain
single-peaked. The increase of the liquid flow
rate simply broadens the distributions towards
the larger diameters and smaller velocities. For
the very high quality data of Figure 8 ( Liquid
flow rate S and 10 kg/h), this peak is centered
on the drop diameter predicted by eq. 8.
However, large droplets are also present and
influence strongly the SHD. It seems that
intermittently, big lumps of liquid pass through
the nozzle being only grossly broken up.

The measured exit liquid velocities (Figure 9)
are close or even larger than the isothermal
speed of sound ( W p 6 « 290 m/s) which is known
to be very close to the DFH's fastest speed of
propagation of small disturbances1'3 . This
indicates firstly that the flow is really choked
and that significant expansion, at a possibly
supercritical gas velocity, is experienced by
the droplets in the two-phase jet leaving the
throat. Since the exit liquid velocity and
critical pressure decrease with the increase of
the liquid fiowrate the transition to
subcritical flow predicted by the model occurs
likely for qualities smaller than 30K. This is a
confirmation of the transition which was
originally deduced from the analysis of the
experimental pressure profiles in
converging-diverging nozzles by Selmer-Oisen1.
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Figurt 7 : Measured and calculated pressure in
the truncated nozzle. Top figure : D H
prediction ; upstream pressure 2.01 bar. liquid
mass flow rate 187.6 kg/h. gas and liquid
temperatures 16.4 and 16.6 CC. measured and
calculated mass flow rates 65.8 and 54.2 kg/h.
Bottom figure : OFM prediction by using the
measured SMO as a closure ; calculated gas mass
flow rate 62.3 kg/h.

S. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the drop size and velocity data
suggests that the turbulent breakup mechanism is
dominant in very high quality flows. However,
for the other flow conditions, the probable
mechanism is the disintegration of large liquid
bodies or bridged-waves at or near the inlet of
the throat. A drop diameter deduced from a
critical Weber number based on the relative
velocity (as reveiwed by Kataoka et al.uand not
considered in earlier papers1-4 ) could bring
some improvements in the DFM at low pressure or
in short throat nozzles.

It has been shown that there are still some
unexplained differences between the OFM and the
data. The two different injection modes data
differ by the entrainment mechanism but not
significantly by the SMO. In other word, it has
been shown that the sensitivity of the SMO to
the injection mode is not the only cotroiing
mechanism of the critical flow rate. The reasons
for these discrepancies must rather be found
earlier (upstream) in the throat. It is
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Figure 8 : Sauter mean diameter as a function of
the liquid flow rate for a constant upstream
pressure (4 bar). ». central injection of the
liquid ; •. annular film injection ; a, DFM
prediction.
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Figure 9 : Liquid exit velocity as a function of
the liquid flow rate for a constant upstream
pressure (4 bar). ». central injection of the
liquid ; •, annular film injection ; DFM
prediction : o, annular injection ; o. central
injection ; OFM prediction by using the measured
SMO as a closure : <3. central injection of the
liquid ; a, annular film injection.

therefore planned to measure the droplet size
and velocity in a shorter nozzle (2 diameters in
lenght instead of 10). In addition, the liquid
film flow rate will be measured in the same
conditions. Together with the liquid film data
of Selmer-Olsen1. these data will constitute a



consistent experimental basis for the validation
of 3-field critical flow models similar to the
annular dispersed flow model of Nigmatulin12.
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